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Important Legal Notice - Please Read

While this information has been prepared in good faith, no representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by Transform 

Global Ltd, BIGCrowd Ltd or by any of their respective officers, employees or agents in relation to the accuracy or completeness of this information document or any other written or oral 

information made available to any interested party or its advisers and any such liability is expressly disclaimed.

This document is not a prospectus and has not been approved under section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (as amended) (“FSMA”) by a person authorised under FSMA. 

The securities referred to in this document are being offered in the United Kingdom (within the meaning of sections 85(1) and 102B of FSMA) only in circumstances where an exemption applies 

under section 86(1) of FSMA, or otherwise, in respect of the requirement to make an approved prospectus available. 

Any invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of section 21 of FSMA) communicated or caused to be communicated in connection with the issue, placement 

or sale of the securities referred to in this document will be made only in circumstances in which exemptions from section 21(1) of FSMA apply. 

The only categories of persons to whom this document is being distributed are persons in the United Kingdom who fall within the exemptions under articles 19 (investment professionals), 48 

(certified high net worth individuals), 49 (high net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc), 50 (sophisticated investors) and 50A (self-certified sophisticated investors) of the Financial 

Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (all such persons together being referred to as “Relevant Persons”). 

The transmission of this document by a third party to any other person in the United Kingdom is unauthorised and may contravene FSMA and other United Kingdom securities laws and 

regulations. 

This document is confidential and is provided to recipients on a personal basis and must not be transferred or assigned or otherwise acted on or relied upon by persons who are not Relevant 

Persons. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to Relevant Persons and will be engaged in only with Relevant Persons. 

All applicable provisions of FSMA must be complied with in respect to anything done in relation to the securities referred to in this document in, from or otherwise involving the United Kingdom.

Any recipient of this document in jurisdictions outside the UK should inform themselves about and observe any applicable legal requirements. 

This document does not constitute an offer to sell or an invitation to purchase securities in the company in any jurisdiction. This document shall not exclude any liability for, or remedy in respect 

of, fraudulent misrepresentation. 

By accepting this document, the recipient agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.

Our Mission:

Democratise capital to create healthy economies,  

for the benefit of people and planet - everywhere!
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Introduction to Transform Global -  the sustainable innovation and development bank

The core vision

The goal is to establish Transform Global as a Sustainable Innovation and Development 
Bank (also termed an Impact Investment Bank) with a design capable of scaling worldwide. 

The explicit goal is to innovate with finance to help fill critical funding gaps to Scale Up and Speed Up 
how the 17 Global Goals for Sustainable Development can be urgently and intelligently addressed. 

In what we believe is the optimum and achievable fund-raise, we are raising £11m in equity. The intent is 
to follow on with £300m in combined equity for umbrella business (£90m) and cornerstone commitment 
(£210m) to the proposed SDG 360 Game-changer fund. This then positions for the optimum £9 Billion 
to be raised for the fund - which is designed to systemically deliver direct and catalytic impact at scale. 
The £210m in pre commitment -  at a discount to the main raise - will be used to pay success fees to the 
bankers and introducers who raise the £9 Billion - which then becomes the net size of the impact fund. 

With features making it attractive for impact, corporate and institutional investors of all kinds - the nature 
and design can also be highly appealing to a strong ecosystem of fundraising and execution partners. 

The ‘bank’

Transform Global is the umbrella brand and operation for a scalable and fit for purpose 
‘Sustainable Innovation and Development Bank’. A bit like a boutique advisor or an old 
fashioned merchant bank - but with a focus on sustainability and impact in the broadest positive 
sense. The vision for Transform Global is for a corporate finance and advisory business which 
can structure and raise capital for funds and ventures in its’ ecosystem - and directly or indirectly 
deploy said funds and complementary SDG financing solutions worldwide. 

Transform Global will also act as a management and holding company for Transform Global Media 
(incorporating www.fundingtheglobalgoals.tv), BIGCrowd, for SDG 360 Fund Management, and for 
other core acquisitions, investments and spin-offs - with governance via the Transform Global Trust. 

The in-house TV channel and communications agency.  

Transform Global Media will deliver a critical communications role. TV, video production 
and media teams will work to promote and position of the bank itself with various stakeholders, 
establishing credibility through showcasing thought leadership - and promoting, marketing and 
selling the offerings of our subsidiary entities and appropriate fund or direct investments. 

Initial delivery will be via www.fundingtheglobalgoals.tv which has the potential to act as an incredible 
trojan horse - giving access to the very highest levels of business, finance, civil society and government. 

This multi format TV show will be funded initially by equity - and then as the business progress through 
stages, funding will come through marketing budgets. Expansion will come from strategic sponsorship 
and donor or grant funding - where governments or donors pay to set up news and TV bureaus in key 
global locations. Premium subscriptions for high value content will add revenue and enhance the model. 

The TV format promises to fuse together an already significant network. Transform Global Media will also 
run many small and large events to create content and pull together key stakeholders so that relationships 
can be built upon and deals made. We will work with other event providers to do the same. The social 
marketing and sales teams will build the audience for www.fundingtheglobalgoals.tv, and the growing 
resource will also deliver marketing services to the Transform Global and BIGCrowd ecosystems detailed.  

The multi sided and curated collaboration platform 

BIGCrowd will solve an important capacity building and deal flow challenge. Designed 
to be a gamified collaboration, content and funding platform to harness the wisdom, power, 
social networks, purpose, passion and funding potential of the masses - BIGCrowd will enable 
people to do good and well at scale, and will provide due diligenced deal flow to the ecosystem. 

Powered by a social marketing augmented intelligence engine, a Free or Premium (£9.60) subscription 
will be sold and marketed to individuals everywhere who wish to help identify and support Big Impact 
Game-changers (BIGs) capable of delivering maximum impact on the Sustainable Development Goals. 

A key incentive is that subscribers will be able to earn cash commissions and rewards for collaboration.  
Being part of a social marketing movement to promote and support the Big Impact Game-changers 
doing the most to address the issues they care about - can be fulfilling and rewarding for all involved.

BIGs will showcase projects on the platform to compete for prizes or receive awards (funded by 50% 
of subscription revenue). Each prize or award is worth £3.6m in cash and tailored support over 3 years. 

The platform and its awards and prizes will help the BIGs Start Up and or Scale Up - with a key goal 
being to help them raise all the funds and secure the support required for success and maximum impact. 

Target projections show BIGCrowd generating sales of £4.34 billion over 7 years  with 50% of net 
revenue, or £2.17 billion, funding over 1600 BIG awards and prizes. When at scale a 10% net margin 
is achievable alongside an exciting flow of opportunities for Transform Global and the SDG 360 Fund.

An important additional benefit of BIGCrowd will be helping educate and inspire people the world 
over.  Creating and distributing content and running mass marketing campaigns with subscriber support 
will showcase the importance and detail of what it takes to tackle the Sustainable Development Goals.  
Publicising the Big Impact Game-changers to the world with interviews, documentaries, social posts 
and event coverage - will help the most interested subscribers become collaborators, advocates and 
champions - all helping the Big Impact Game-changes to succeed and deliver maximum impact.
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The ‘fund manager’

SDG 360 Fund Management will be the wholly owned subsidiary of Transform Global and will 
be Investment Manager to the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund. 

When at operating scale - assuming the £9 billion net fund size - the investment team will number 
circa 480, comprised of junior to senior investment professionals alongside a part time network of 
mentors and external advisors to support SDG 360 fund investments. Following the IPO, the number 
of investment professionals within SDG 360 Fund management would rise to circa 610.  SDG 360 
Fund Management will work closely with Transform Global - which will supply infrastructure support, 
marketing, deal technology,  events, property, and leadership support. SDG 360 Fund Management 
and Transform Global will share fees - and all personnel will share fund unit performance incentives.

Investment strategy is staged early to late private impact investments, complementary funds at the GP 
level and fin-techs through its special opportunity allocation, and liquid impact investing via a network of 
trusted third parties working alongside an in-house investment team. Team diversity will reflect the need.   

The ‘fund’ 

The SDG 360 Game-changer Fund will be worlds largest, most ambitious and exciting Impact 
Investment Fund to date. Structured as a ‘permanent capital’ vehicle, the aim is to enable a 
diverse group of impact, corporate and institutional investors to own a stake in both the Transform 
Global platform - and the dynamic portfolio of SDG 360 Fund Investments (and distributions). 

Designed to list. The aim is to position for an offering on a recognised exchange 3-6 years from 
launch. Should it be possible at the time, this will be structured as a digitised security with embedded 
governance - providing market conditions, blockchain infrastructure and regulatory environments suit.  

SDG focussed. Fund investments will be made into the broad tent of ‘Maximum SDG Impact’ - into 
cycles of 7 stages of £360m alongside a special opportunities allocation - detailed below.  

Portfolio innovation. Using the ‘butterfly basket’ portfolio design - 360 capacity building incubating 
investments of an average £1m will be made every cycle - which will initially be over 3 years (120 a year) 
but over time migrating to 360 every year. To ensure a strong understanding on which of these investments 
to invest further into, and to add value to help ensure success - 50% of the £1m commitments will go into 
the investee company, and 50% will cover the costs of an intensive incubation and acceleration program. 
From the follow on rounds of £4m, £3m will go to the investee company and £1m will cover costs of 
acceleration support. Companies compete on impact and return criteria to receive multiple follow on 
rounds. If worthy, companies can raise whatever is needed to succeed and scale (each cycle includes 
90 x £4m; 30 x £12m; 12 x £30m; 6 x £60m; 3 x £120m; and 1 x £360m - or £587m for that entity). 

In addition, each cycle there will be a £360m special opportunities allocation to fill impact investment 
gaps and enhance returns, and as noted above, £360m will initially be invested into Transform Global.   

Competitive and AI selection. A key component is the technology and processes which can capture 
normally ignored data to power an augmented intelligence engine to best support investment selection. 

Management and fees. Fees are 2% of the net capital base. In target projections this is £180m p/a 
on the £9 billion, rising to £230m p/a after the £2.5 billion IPO. Fees cover SDG Fund Management 
costs and also corporate finance professionals and support services - provided by Transform Global. 

Zero carry - but aligned incentives. Performance incentives will be based on combined impact, 
investment returns and valuation, and will be in the form of performance based fund units - with vesting 
criteria to ensure long term interests of all stakeholders are intelligently aligned. 

Blending on and off market impact investing. A SDG 360 Game-changer Fund breakthrough 
allows for a share of liquid balances to be invested with a diverse group of top managers and market 
based impact investors. Returns enable ongoing investment capacity to be maintained and grown. 

Results of impacts and returns. Based on conservative projections the SDG 360 Game-changer 
Fund strategy enables over £14.6 Billion of book value Impact Investments to be made over 10 years, 
and to deliver attractive risk adjusted returns of between 6 - 12% - plus systemic and significant impacts.   

The ‘foundation’ 

The Transform Global Trust will be the governance vehicle for Transform Global and all of its 
activity - with the goal of ensuring rigorous ethical and impact standards are developed, adhered 
to and strengthened - so the organisation can be fit for purpose for the long term. 

To be funded with £5m allocated from the initial £90m round to establish the structure and foundation 
management team  - and then with a fixed 5% of revenues in order to deliver, fund and oversee strong 
compliance and governance for Transform Global and its funds and platforms. The goal is to ensure  
we can fairly and responsibly achieve our ambitious goals within effective ESG and impact parameters.

The Transform Global Trust - via its 1.5m founding A shares in Transform Global, and any dividends, 
distributions or other funds raised for the purpose - will also fund or donate to high priority impact 
activity - in the fields of education, health, sustainability and investment reform.  

The structure and position of the Trust is to ensure that the positive upside to all Transform Global activity 
is maximised and that the potential downsides are understood and mitigated wherever possible. This 
does not mean taking zero risks as we passionately believe risks need to be taken to address the most 
important issues in the world. Rather, we believe that risks and rewards need to be well understood, 
measured and effectively managed. The Transform Global Trust will have a strong board of trustees and 
a professional core management - to be supported by an ecosystem of outsourced support accordingly.

Introduction to Transform Global -  the sustainable innovation and development bank
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A few graphical highlights

The ‘butterfly basket’ portfolio structure can deliver a revolution in impact investment. Starting with a volume of 
discovery and capacity building deals (where the £1m and £4m deals have added value help and support 
included as part of the package) investments compete for progressively larger rounds (should they need them, 
which not all investments will). Co investment can be raised at each stage for the portfolio or for individual 
deals. Risk starts higher with the early stage investments - but lowers over time as the size of investments increase. 
Impacts start as medium but can increase along with the scale and success of the larger later stage investments. 
Returns start low but can increase through stages - all to deliver an attractive fund level investment return and do 
so alongside and in addition to high priority social and environmental impacts. 

Prize and award design aims to attract those with the best and boldest ideas and projects with the potential 
to deliver SDG solutions at scale. The £3.6m, 3 yr, £100k a month structure for each prize or award aims to 
help recipients deliver operationally. The ecosystem of suppliers and in-house teams to deliver the support and 
advocacy services shown above - are all to get Big Impact Game-changers above the line of super credibility. 
The goal is to help them become fully and intelligently funded - with the best chance of delivering positive impact.  

Supported by an Augmented Intelligence decision support engine - the SDG 360 Game-changer Fund structure 
has the potential to dramatically lower the failure rate and speed up the process for making high impact investments 
worldwide. Deal-flow will come from the sources shown above, with the focus being the themes and sub themes of 
the UNs 17 Sustainable Development Goals. Alongside the special opportunities and liquid investment allocations, 
this enables a volume of catalytic impact investments to help build out the rest of the ecosystem around the world.  

BIGCrowd Highlights SDG 360 Game-changer Fund Highlights

BUTTERFLY BASKET PORTFOLIO STRUCTURE

DEAL-FLOW PIPELINE AND INVESTMENT DIVERSITY

BIGCrowd will be a multi sided matching, funding and collaboration platform. Due to its free/premium model 
and its’ exciting social marketing technology and sales design, motivated subscribers can participate in sales, 
marketing and advocacy - to help address issues they care most about (ultimately this will be anywhere in the world). 
Pump primed by significant real world marketing budgets, BIG sales can be the result. Half of all sponsorship 
revenue gets aggregated and channelled to pay for the powerful prizes and awards, which subscribers can 
vote for the recipients of. Prizes and awards can be supplemented with donor funding, grants and corporate 
sponsorship. Subscribers receive compelling content - and can actively collaborate to support the Big Impact 
Game-changers doing the most to tackle important global issues. On merit they can also earn cash commissions.

£100k PER MONTH OF CASH AND SUPPORT - FOR 3 YEARS
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Transform Global structure, overview and investment flow

NB. Though the above shows a specific capital structure believed to be optimum for the mission - at £9 billion, clearly the SDG 360 Fund, and the target later stage funding for Transform Global are of 
particularly large scale. There are several fall back positions that still enable initial investors to do well and do good - should the large scale raise not materialise as management believe possible. The 
first £11m followed by a more modest follow on raise would still enable Transform Global, Transform Global Media and BIGCrowd to all launch - with a more modest additional raise helping achieve 
cut back but still respectable levels of success. That said, there are a number of strategic reasons management believe the large scale raise is not just possible but has a strong chance of being achieved. 
These include: talent; investor reach enabled by the TV format; financial and strategic value offered to sovereign and institutional investors; and timeliness of solutions which can Fund the Global Goals.
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  (B) £10 m Seed Round  5 m 12.5%  £10 m  $12.8 m

  (B) Final Friends and Family (£1m)  1 m 2.5%  £2 m  $2.6 m

  (B) Management Options (performace based)  10 m 25%  £20 m  $25.6 m

  (A/B) Transform Global Trust (1.5m/A) & F&F (2.5m/B)  4 m 10%  £8 m  $10.2 m  Pre Money  £70.0 m  $89.6 m

  (A) Founder  20 m 50%  £40 m  $51.2 m  Post Money  £80.0 m  $102.4 m

  TOTAL  40 m 100%  £80 m  $102.4 m  P/Per Share £2.00 $2.56

  (B) A Round Investor/s (£90m/$115.2m)  20 m 33.33%  £90 m  $115.2 m

  (B) £10 m Seed Round  5 m 8.33%  £22.5 m  $28.8 m

  (B) Management Options (performace based)  10 m 16.67%  £45 m  $57.6 m

  (A/B) Transform Global Trust (1.5m/A) & F&F (3.5m/B)  5 m 8.33%  £22.5 m  $28.8 m  Pre Money  £180 m  $230 m

  (A) Founder  20 m 33.33%  £90 m  $115.2 m  Post Money  £270 m  $346 m

    TTOOTTAALL   6600  mm 110000%%   ££227700  mm   $$334455..66  mm   PP//PPeerr  SShhaarree ££44..55 $$55..7766

  (B) B Round (£360m) From SDG 360 Fund  20 m 25%  £360 m  $461 m

  (B) A Round Investor/s (£90m/$115.2m)  20 m 25%  £360 m  $461 m

  (B) £10 m Seed Round  5 m 6.25%  £90 m  $115 m

  (B) Management Options (performace based)  10 m 12.5%  £180 m  $230 m

  (A/B) Transform Global Trust (1.5m/A) & F&F (3.5m/B)  5 m 6.25%  £90 m  $115 m  Pre Money  £1.08 b  $1.38 b

  (A) Founder  20 m 25%  £360 m  $461 m  Post Money  £1.44 b  $1.84 b

    TTOOTTAALL   8800  mm 110000%%   ££11..4444  bb   $$11..8844  bb   PP//PPeerr  SShhaarree ££1188 $$2233..0044

  (B) 1st Round (£500m) of which £200m covers 1st Rnd exit  10 m 10%  £500 m  $640 m

  (B) Management Options (2nd Tranche)/ Acquisitions  10 m 10%  £500 m  $640 m

  (B) B Round (£360m) From SDG 360 Fund  20 m 20%  £1.0 b  $1.28 b

  (B) A Round Investor/s (£90m/$115.2m)  20 m 20%  £1.0 b  $1.28 b

  (B) £10 m Seed Round  5 m 5%  £250 m  $320 m

  (B) Management Options (performace based)  10 m 10%  £500 m  $640 m

  (A/B) Transform Global Trust (1.5m/A) & F&F (3.5m/B)  5 m 5%  £250 m  $320 m  Pre Money  £4.5 b  $5.76 b

  (A) Founder  20 m 20%   ££11..00  bb  $1.28 b  Post Money  £5.0 b  $6.40 b

    TTOOTTAALL   110000  mm 110000%%   ££55..00  bb   $$66..4400  bb   PP//PPeerr  SShhaarree ££5500 $$6644

    EExxiitt  TTaarrggeettss    ((11sstt  RRoouunndd  EExxiitt    ==  33  yyeeaarrss;;  IIPPOO  ==  44--66  yyrrss)) shares % B Rnd Exit $ IPO / Exit 2 x 2 value $

    ((BB))  IIPPOO  ((ttoo  rraaiissee  ££22..55  bb  aatt  ££110000  ppeerr  sshhaarree))..  25 m 20%   ££22..5500  bb  £5.0 b  $6.40 b

    ((BB))  11sstt  RRoouunndd  ((££550000mm))  ooff  wwhhiicchh  ££220000mm  ccoovveerrss  11sstt  RRnndd  eexxiitt  10 m 8%  £1.0 b  £2.0 b  $2.56 b

    ((BB))  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  OOppttiioonnss  ((22nndd  TTrraanncchhee))//  AAccqquuiissiittiioonnss  10 m 8%  £1.0 b  £2.0 b  $2.56 b

    ((BB))  BB  RRoouunndd  ((££336600mm))  FFrroomm  SSDDGG  336600  FFuunndd  20 m 16%  £50 m  $64 m  £2.0 b  £4.0 b  $5.12 b

    ((BB))  AA  RRoouunndd  IInnvveessttoorr//ss  ((££9900mm//$$111155..22mm))  20 m 16%  £50 m  $64 m  £2.0 b  £4.0 b  $5.12 b

    ((BB))  ££1100  mm  SSeeeedd  RRoouunndd  5 m 4%  £12.5 m  $16 m  £500 m  £1.0 b  $1.28 b

    ((BB))  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt  OOppttiioonnss  ((ppeerrffoorrmmaaccee  bbaasseedd))  10 m 8%  £25 m  $32 m  £1.0 b  £2.0 b  $2.56 b

    ((AA//BB))  TTrraannssffoorrmm  GGlloobbaall  TTrruusstt  ((11..55mm//AA))  &&  FF&&FF  ((33..55mm//BB))  5 m 4%  £12.5 m  $16 m  £500 m  £1.0 b  $1.28 b

    ((AA))  FFoouunnddeerr  20 m 16%  £50 m  $64 m  £2.0 b  £4.0 b  $5.12 b

    TTOOTTAALL   112255  mm 110000%%  £200 m   $$225566  mm   ££1122..55  bb   ££2255  bb   $$3322  bb

NB. Seed, Final F&F, & A Round investors

will also receive advance units in the

SDG 360 Game-changer Fund

NB. Seed, Final F&F, & A Round investors

will also receive advance units in the

SDG 360 Game-changer Fund

NB. Exchange rate as of 1st March 2020

£1 = $1.28

Transform Global equity terms. 

Transform Global Ltd is raising £11m (including the £1m - classed as Final Friends 
and Family, and at a discount to the £10m Seed Round to be raised shortly thereafter). 

This £11m will enable the tech development and beta launch of BIGCrowd, the launch 
of Transform Global Media including www.fundingtheglobalgoals.tv, initial structuring,  
regulatory approval and presentation material for the umbrella ‘bank’ and fund. Further, this 
£11m will enable the raise of £300m, including £90m of equity and a £210m contingent pre 
commitment to the £9b target SDG 360 Game-changer Fund (as shown to the left and right). 

The £1m is priced at £1 per share with the £10m being priced at £2. Both are for ordinary B 
(non voting) shares -  in order to protected the long term vision for the business. Pre and post 
money values are £39m/£40m and £70m/£80m. Values shown are fully diluted (meaning 
they assume that the performance based options for management and personnel are 
realised, which would incentivise delivery and thus investor returns). Excluding dilution, pre 
and post money values would be £24m/£25m for the £1m and £50m/£60m for the £10m.

Voting A shares are reserved for the Transform Global Trust and the founder with 1.5m and 
20m ordinary A shares respectively. The Founders A shares will convert to B shares on an 
agreed schedule - as capacity of the Trust increases to deliver fit for purpose governance.

Excluding the founder, 10 Million shares are initially reserved for management and for all 
employees (as restricted share options / subject to performance).  As ‘restricted’ share 
options, these management options will be subject to individual and collective performance 
qualifications - the conditions for which are explained in the full business plan. 

A condition of the SDG 360 Game-changer fund is that when raised it will be hard wired to 
make the B Round £360m investment on pre-agreed terms into Transform Global Ltd. This will 
ensure optimum capitalisation and thus infrastructure for the entity which will deliver deal flow, 
manage the fund, and provide investment banking support to its portfolio investments. This will 
also help align interests so the more Transform Global succeeds, the better for fund investors, 
with all personnel incentivised for success via performance based equity and fund options. 

Following the £90m and £360m rounds, a second tranche of performance options will be 
made available to help pay for acquisitions and incentivise incoming personnel. This will be 
alongside the proposed £500m 1st round - which will enable initial stakeholders to realise 
some value - and further capitalise the business ahead of a target £12.5 billion IPO. The goal 
would be to do an IPO circa 4 - 6 years in to raise £2.5 billion of new money. Use of funds 
would be to further invest into BIGCrowd, Transform Global Media to expand the marketing 
and communications reach of www.fundingtheglobalgoals.tv - and for Transform Global itself. 

Values are based on multi faceted assumptions included here and in the full business plan. 
They include the viral nature of BIGCrowd, its cash generative potential, the ability to attract 
and incentivise talent to innovate and consolidate the impact investment space - and on the 
combined model focussed on achieving impact at scale alongside the attractive returns shown.

Equity capitalisation table, terms and strategy
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SDG 360 Game-changer Fund capitalisation table, terms and strategy

 SDG 360 Game-changer Fund 1st Close  300 m 30%  £210 m  $269 m

 Transform Global Talent  100 m 10%  £70 m  $90 m

 SDG 360 Fund Management Talent  100 m 10%  £70 m  $90 m

 Transform Global Acquisitions / Talent  100 m 10%  £70 m  $90 m

 BIGCrowd Talent  100 m 10%  £70 m  $90 m  Pre Money  £490 m  $627 m

 Transform Global Founding Stakeholders  300 m 30%  £210 m  $269 m  Post Money  £700 m  $896 m

  TOTAL  1.0 b 100%  £700 m  $896 m  P/Per Fund Unit £0.70 $0.90

 SDG 360 Game-changer Fund 2nd Close  9 b 90%  £9 b  $11.5 b

 SDG 360 Game-changer Fund 1st Close  300 m 3.0%  £300 m  $384 m

 Transform Global Talent  100 m 1.0%  £100 m  $128 m

 SDG 360 Fund Management Talent  100 m 1.0%  £100 m  $128 m

 Transform Global Acquisitions / Talent  100 m 1.0%  £100 m  $128 m

 BIGCrowd Talent  100 m 1.0%  £100 m  $128 m  Pre Money  £1 b  $1.3 b

 Transform Global Founding Stakeholders  300 m 3.0%  £300 m  $384 m  Post Money  £10 b  $12.8 b

  TOTAL  10 b 100%  £10 b  $12.8 b  P/Per Fund Unit £1.0 $1.28

 £2.5B Initial Public Offering  1.25 b 11.111%  £2.5 b  $3.20 b

 SDG 360 Game-changer Fund 2nd Close  9 b 80.00%  £18 b  $23.04 b

 SDG 360 Game-changer Fund 1st Close  300 m 2.7%  £600 m  $768 m

 Transform Global Talent  100 m 0.9%  £200 m  $256 m

 SDG 360 Fund Management Talent  100 m 0.9%  £200 m  $256 m

 Transform Global Acquisitions / Talent  100 m 0.9%  £200 m  $256 m

 BIGCrowd Talent  100 m 0.9%  £200 m  $256 m  Pre Money  £20.0 b  $25.6 b

 Transform Global Founding Stakeholders  300 m 2.7%  £600 m  $768 m  Post Money  £22.5 b  $28.8 b

  TOTAL  11.25 b 100%  £22.5 b  $28.8 b  P/Per Fund Unit £2.0 $2.56

 £2.5B Initial Public Offering  1.25 b 11%  £5 b  $6.40 b

 SDG 360 Game-changer Fund 2nd Close  9 b 80%  £36 b  $46.08 b

 SDG 360 Game-changer Fund 1st Close  300 m 2.7%  £1.2 b  $1.54 b

 Transform Global Talent  100 m 0.9%  £400 m  $512 m

 SDG 360 Fund Management Talent  100 m 0.9%  £400 m  $512 m

 Transform Global Acquisitions / Talent  100 m 0.9%  £400 m  $512 m

 BIGCrowd Talent  100 m 0.9%  £400 m  $512 m  Pre Money N/A

 Transform Global Founding Stakeholders  300 m 2.7%  £1.2 b  $1.54 b  Post Money  £45.00 b  $57.6 b

  TOTAL  11.25 b 100%  £45 b  $57.60 b  P/Per Fund Unit £4.0 $5.12

Conservative Post IPO Appreciation

IPO

NB. Exchange rate as of 1st Match 2020

£1 = $1.28

NB. All Talent Holdings are 

Structured As Performance Options

SDG 360 Fund Second Close (£9b)

SDG 360 Fund First Close (£210m)
SDG 360 Game-changer Fund - raise strategy. 

The SDG 360 Game-changer Fund is designed to appeal 
to large scale sovereign wealth funds and institutional 
investors alike (as described on page 5 and elsewhere).  

Sovereign wealth funds and institutional investors typically require 
long term holding periods to match their liabilities - but they can 
also require the option of timely and unpunished liquidity. This is 
alongside the expected diversity and risk adjusted returns. A key 
trend in the world of Private Equity is to list both management 
companies and funds in order to provide the permanent capital 
vehicles best suited deliver on these objectives. At the same time 
these requirements cannot be met via most VC and PE structures, 
and most certainly cannot be met by typical sub scale impact funds.  

With trillions of dollars earning low or negative rates at the time 
of writing - and with the pressure on institutions to find investment 
‘product’ that can help them address the issues at the heart of the 
SDGs - the requirement for vehicles as described is significant. 

The SDG 360 Game-changer fund has the potential to tick all of 
the above boxes - and can also deliver a strong co-investment 
pipeline at low cost. In addition, the proposed structure enables job 
creation and impact in geographical areas of focus. This all can 
appeal to Sovereign Wealth Funds with the potential to underwrite 
the first sizable commitments to the fund. Such commitments would 
then in-turn enable motivated institutions to commit to the balance. 

Alongside a clear deal-flow pipeline, demonstrable AI decision 
support engine, clarity of the plan and investment strategy, critical 
to raising the full £9 billion will be the stature and experience of 
the board and the senior investment management team. It will also 
be important to have partners for deployment of capital into liquid 
markets, with a track record of impact and attractive returns.  

£11m of equity (opposite pg) puts in place the above, which then 
enables the target £300m raise from diverse high value adding 
investors (of £90m in equity and £210m in the fund commitment). 
The £90m of equity puts the strong team, detail and fundraising 
capability and partnerships in place. This includes retainers to top 
investment banking partners - and provides all possible evidence for 
viability of the fund. The £210m acts as a highly attractive incentive 
for banks to raise the fund - with terms self explanatory as shown. 
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Target returns for Transform Global investors and stakeholders

NB. Assumptions are based on the combined elements of the plan and its underlying projections. The founder believes that Transform Global has the 
potential to reach a targeted £25 billion in value in a 5 - 8 year time-frame. Should this value be reached, management and all personnel (excluding 
the founder) would own options valued at £4 billion at this time (plus £1.8 Billion of fund units - shown in dark red - from the page opposite),though with 
performance triggers and strict ESG and Impact conditions to align interests with the purpose based mission. As a scalable and marketing led platform, 
BIGCrowd alone has the potential to play a significant role in these valuations. Funded with £2m then £20m - and a further £90m to scale - in the target 
plan, BIGCrowd can achieve 40m paying subscribers in 7 years - delivering £250m run rate profitability for Q4 of Y7. Add a conservative after tax 
contribution of £150m from Transform Global advisory and media services - bringing the total to £400m, and at a PE ratio of 32 (1/4 that of the average 
of Netflix since its inception), would value the business at £12.8 billion.  In our target projections, however, value assumptions include raising a further 
£500m and £2.5 billion in second round and IPO funding - so along with the motivation, performance incentives, increased capital base, and 32 x after 
tax historic PE ratio (still conservative for this growth trajectory) it’s not unreasonable to assume the enterprise value can increase to £25 billion as shown.

Based on £3.461 Billion of Capital 
Invested over the first 4-6 years. 

Target Value = £25 Billion - giving 
investors an average return of a  
healthy of 4.68 X (net of mgmt). 

NB. PROJECTIONS ARE NOT GUARANTEES.  
Value assumptions detailed should not alone be used to 
make investment decisions. Investors should undertake 
due diligence and seek to understand key risk factors. 

NB. Equity return assumptions shown do not include equity held by what are termed Transform Global 
Stakeholders, which includes the Transform Global Trust, existing friends and family investors, and the founder 
Steve Podmore.  For a more complete breakdown - see the capitalisation table in the full business plan. 
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Target returns for SDG 360 Game-changer fund investors and stakeholders

NB. Assumptions for the SDG 360 Game-changer fund are based on core fund characteristics and 
performance detailed throughout the full business plan. The £45 billion in target value is shown to be 
achieved approx 9.5 years from launch and is based on the aggregate 3 times returns on the impact 
investment portfolio - plus12% in traded market returns on the liquid balance - for the target performance 
assumptions.  However, this £45 Billion in value is based on the gross asset value of the fund alone - and 
does not take into account share price appreciation based on good will, IP, performance and market 
sentiment. In this regard, scale and the purpose nature of the fund will help. Values detailed therefore could 
be achieved faster than this 9.5 year schedule, and the founder believes the 5-8 year range presents a 
realistic scenario. It is also important to point out that while values could be higher or achieved sooner than 
those shown, performance and sentiment could also cause returns to be lower or slower. Low and mid 
level assumptions detail a 2 or 2.5 times aggregate impact investment portfolio return and a 6% and 9% 
IRR earned from investing cash balances with top money managers. All scenarios provide a healthy market 
return - and over the longer term as the portfolio matures and the stars start to emerge, we believe this 
creates the potential of a liquid investment that will be invested in and held for its potential as well as its  
cash generation potential. The first £210m and £9 Billion raised creates the optimum fund structure, and  
the target £2.5 billion IPO and subsequent appreciation verifies and reinforces the platform. 

Based on £11.71 Billion  
Invested from launch to IPO.

Target Value = £45 Billion in 8-10 years  
(or £42.2 billion net of founders and management) 

with investors receiving 3.6 x invested capital. 

N.B. Transform Global Stakeholders shown 
here incude Steve Podmore the founder, the 
Transform Global Trust, existing friends and 
family supporters, and also the £1m, £10m 

and £90m investors detailed in the cap table 
(see breakdown in the full business plan). 
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